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ABSTRACT
To satisfy the current need for finding queried information quickly, search engines,
data mining systems, and many other applications have been in development in
recent years. Some of those applications look for documents containing phrases of a
particular topic, such as historical events from a certain time period. Among these
applications, queries based on geographical data are receiving significant attention
from the research community and industry. Therefore, this thesis studies text search
based locations, which contributes to the Geographical Information Retrieval (GIR)
systems.
In addition to the traditional applications of GIR systems, which are used for
finding locations in documents, GIR can be applied to other fields as well. Firstly,
it can retrieve location information in text and search for answers to questions of a
spatial nature (such as “Where is College Station?”). Location information can im-
prove presentation of the search results, for example, by presenting the search results
on a map. GIR also adds to the field of spatial diversity search, which allows users
to express preferences and constrain the search results to a particular geographical
region. In addition, it finds related document based on location information from dif-
ferent sources of information and then represents the similarities graphically. In this
way, the readers can visually see the data, helping them understand the document
correlations in an intuitive way.
However, most of the previous research involves keyword searches in spatial
databases instead of raw (unlabeled) text. Although there is some work on raw text
processing, that work uses matching techniques, and limits the geographical range
to small geographical regions such as a single country. Therefore, this thesis adopts
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a new clustering method, which utilizes a geographical dictionary to locate any place
by its coordinates. This method reduces ambiguity and improves the accuracy over
the previous research. This study also implements a new word-clustering method to
detect a combination of topics in raw text. This method is more accurate than the
latent Dirichlet allocation, a state of the art method based on a probabilistic model.
In addition, a novel graphic illustration is utilized to visually represent the relevance
ranking between documents.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Location-based information is useful for many applications such as search engines
and data mining systems. Therefore, Geographical Information Retrieval (GIR) has
received increasingly significant attention. Different from Geographic Information
Systems (GIS), which extracts locations from a precise, map-based, structured rep-
resentation, GIR gains geographical information from unstructured texts through
natural language processing methods.
GIR is a particularly useful tool, as it provides different services such as spatial
data management, analysis, retrieval, and visualization. GIR provides a bridge be-
tween the world of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and Natural Language
Processing (NLP) [1]. Furthermore, GIR allows users to express location preferences
and to constrain the search results to a particular geographical area. It can be used to
answer questions or provide services based on locations. In addition, different places
in different sources of information can also be analyzed and compared to identify
their relationships. Apart from traditional text data retrieval, GIR also provides an
extra spatial clue to help understanding the documents. It introduces a novel method
to directly visualize information, through maps and graphs. In this way, readers are
able to interact with the data, and intuitively grasp the document relationships.
At the same time, it is helpful to find the most prominent topics in a collection
of documents for modern search. The topic modeling provides a brief summary of
documents and enables efficient processing of a large collection of documents, while
preserving the essential statistical relationships for tasks, such as novelty detection,
query relevance judgment, summarization, and text classification [2].
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However, current research does not explore the location-based search methods in
raw text and relevance ranking in depth, nor does it provide any studies that focus on
the document similarities in locations and topics, especially from the graphic aspect.
Therefore, this research seeks to summarize and search text from the geographical
view. This study adopts a new clustering method to retrieve locations and to rank
document relevance. In addition, this thesis uses topic modeling as a supplement for
the text classification and relevance ranking. Finally, a novel graphic illustration is
implemented to indicate the relevance between different documents.
1.2 Background Review
Current geographical information retrieval consists of two main parts: geo-coding
and geoparsing. After enriching location description from a postal address or a place
name (geo-coding), or extracting and resolving the exact meaning of locations in the
unstructured text (geoparsing), the location references are indexed for retrieval and
search [3].
A large body of work has been done to solve keyword searching problems in GIR
systems. The existing work can be divided into two areas. One is the detection of the
geographical locations using keyword matching in a spatial database [4]. For instance,
several works have investigated toponym disambiguation in geoparsing. For example,
Buscaldi [5] compares different toponym disambiguation resources and implementes
a conceptual density method. Other research has focused on the location query
processing in web-based search engines, such as [6] and [7]. For instance, Zheng [8]
evaluates a probabilistic system that uses the tweet content of a Twitter user to
classify his/her city-level locations. The system relies on a classifier that identifies
words in tweets within a local geographic scope. It also utilizes a lattice-based
neighborhood smoothing model to refine the estimated results. Chen [9] discusses
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several efficient algorithms to integrate the query processing with textual criteria in
geographical query searches. It uses the k-sweep algorithm, tile index algorithm, and
space-filling inverted index to compute the exact score of the unions and intersections
of query footprints. In [10], geographical indexing, which combines scope index and
spatial index in labeled text, is described.
Another field in location searches involves searching for spatial-keyword queries
based on a GIS-like database [11]. This kind of system uses a particular set of textual
keywords to find the objects that are closest to a specific location. Various kinds of R-
tree and R*-tree, which are balanced search trees and can organize any-dimensional
data through a bounding box, have been extensively studied.
For instance, in [12], a hybrid indexing data structure called KR*-tree, which is
the combination of R*-tree and inverted index, is used for processing spatial-keyword
queries. It solves the performance bottlenecks and reduces the disk IOs by pruning
text and space simultaneously in KR*-tree. Ian De Felipe [13] proposes the IR2-Tree
structure, a combination of R-Trees and signature files techniques, to answer top-k
spatial keyword queries, which specify both a location and a set of keywords. His
work is further investigated in [14], which introduces the m-closest keywords (mCK)
query. The mCK query specifies keywords without a particular location, and the
keywords can be in multiple tuples instead of one result tuple.
Some research has combined the thematic and geographic queries as spatial-
keyword queries [15]. For instance, a dynamic document ranking scheme is proposed
in [16], which combines the two relevance scores to calculate a final weight. It also
combines the method of dynamic weighted sum and the evidence using Dempster-
Shafers theory.
For the topic modeling, the earliest technique was the manually built thesaurus.
However, this technique is time consuming and can result in a substantial disagree-
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ment on the semantic classifications [17]. Therefore, topic extraction methods grad-
ually have evolved and been divided into several different groups: manually built
topic models, term association models, and latent mixture models [18].
A large collection of research has been conducted on each group. For example,
to construct manually built topic models, predefined rules and common sense are
used, and Xing Wei [19] manually constructs the topic models based on hand-crafted
resources and smoothing of the queries with topic models.
Term similarity measures utilize the word similarity techniques, including linguistic-
based analysis and vector-based similarity coefficient, to obtain the close terms, and
then the words are grouped into clusters or topics. In a similar way, documents are
classified by topics. In [20] and [21], documents are automatically categorized by
meanings of words or concepts. These works use word hierarchy structures such as
hypernyms and synonyms provided by WordNet.
Finally, the current latent mixture model is developed on the basis of Latent
Semantic Analysis(LSA), Probabilistic LSA (PLSA) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) [22]. The model combines word clustering and document clustering. In these
methods, texts are reformulated (for example, expanded) to improve effectiveness in
retrieval [18]. For instance, Wartena [23] detects topics without any prior knowledge
of categories. Wartena employs the Jensen-Shannon divergence of probability distri-
butions as the distance measurement and takes the term co-occurrence into account.
Among the different methods [24], the most commonly explored method is LDA,
which is a generative Bayesian model for text classification and collaborative filter-
ing. For example, in [2], the topics in text are learned through the Bayes parameter
estimation, which is based on variational methods and an expectationmaximization
(EM) algorithm.
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1.3 Major Contributions
To briefly summarize a large volume of information and retrieve useful informa-
tion quickly, this thesis carried out the research on text searching based on locations.
This work makes the following contributions.
1. A new clustering method is developed to extract the locations. This method
analyzes the raw text through part-of-speech tagging, and uses WordNet (a lexical
database for the English language) and a gazetteer (a geographical dictionary) to
extract the worldwide locations. It overcomes the limitation of previous work in
which spatial databases or labeled text are required for the keyword search. In
addition, our method extends the geographical region to the global locations and
lists longitude and latitude for each location through location clustering. In contrast,
the previous research on raw text processing restricts the locations to small areas
and lacks coordinate information.
2. Our clustering method solves the location ambiguity problem and achieves
higher accuracy compared to the Stanford Named-Entity Recognizer. Ambiguity is
a challenging precision problem in the field of natural language processing (NLP).
Especially in geographical information retrieval, lack of precision in place names
causes many issues. GIR ambiguity can be classified into two major types: geo/non-
geo and geo/geo ambiguity [6]. Geo/non-geo ambiguity occurs when a place name
also has a non-geographic meaning. For instance, Charlotte and Lafayette both
refer to person’s names and place names. Geo/geo ambiguity arises when distinct
places have the same name. For instance, Paris can be the capital of France or a
city in Texas, USA. Therefore, we apply different ambiguity elimination criteria to
intelligently assign a unique meaning to each place name and resolve the location
conflicts.
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3. The common location search was extended to a more general document level.
Most of the current research ranks documents by relevance to location queries. How-
ever, our method produces a ranked document list based on the information that
user queries. In addition, because textual description is not as intuitive as a picture,
locations are directly shown on a map.
4. This thesis introduces the concept of a knowledge graph, which helps to find
useful information that supports the results but users never thought to ask, and
explores collections and lists in a graphic way. This kind of graphic illustration
provides a direct interaction between humans and data. In addition, this kind of
graphic model enriches the way people learn new knowledge and review the old
information.
5. Apart from the geographical information retrieval, this study also considers
textual topics. We implemented a new method for topic modeling that uses synsets,
a collection of words which share the same meanings, to cluster words into topics,
and then gives documents a distribution of topics. This method proved to be more
accurate than the commonly used topic modeling LDA method.
To summarize, this thesis consists of the following parts. It introduces a new
algorithm that uses WordNet and gazetteer databases to extract worldwide locations
from text, lists the longitude and latitude for each location and improves the accuracy
of location extraction. The thesis also introduces a weight-based topic modeling
method that can be compared with LDA. Finally, this research emphasizes the text
relevance between different files and visualizes that relevance through a graph.
1.4 Overview of Work
In this study, we utilized information retrieval and graph technology to implement
a new, effective system for textual searching and document relevance ranking. Differ-
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ent techniques were adopted to solve the problems such as location disambiguation,
relevance ranking and document topic extraction.
In Chapter 2, the tasks and elementary functions of this work are briefly intro-
duced. They are divided into three main parts: locations, topics, and relevance
ranking.
Chapter 3 describes the implementation of the geographical information part of
the system in detail. It explains how we solved data processing issues, such as term
ambiguity that occurs when locations are retrieved from raw text and coordinates
are selected. In addition, it discusses how centroid and K-means clustering methods
can be used to reduce the computational complexity in the network and improve
data processing performance. The accuracy of two methods is evaluated.
Similar to Chapter 3, Chapter 4 specifies the models for topic retrieval. It intro-
duces the architecture and algorithms, and provides a detailed description of LDA
and word-clustering models. A discussion of the analysis of the performance of topic
modeling is presented.
Chapter 5 provides an overview of how the document relevance can be measured.
Based on locations and topics, the relevant documents of a queried file can be found.
The related concepts and algorithms are represented.
Chapter 6 focuses on the implementation of the location-based system. The
resources in the system are introduced, and the summary of a file, including locations
and topics, is shown. A novel graphic illustration with nodes and edges is also
represented to present the document relevance ranking in a more intuitive way.
Finally, Chapter 7 provides an evaluation of the system model. It presents the
study conclusions and possible directions for further development.
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2. DESIGN OF LOCATION-BASED SEARCH SYSTEM
This chapter introduces the requirements and elementary functions of the location-
based search system designed for this study, which primarily consists of location
processing and topic modeling. Depending on the text base, the system outputs the
information in the queried document. The document relevance is also measured and
illustrated.
The text files are preprocessed through natural language processing, and then
locations are extracted from the files. Ambiguity, which is the major problem in this
part of the process, will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3. Each document involves
more than one topic, and based on the probabilities, the system returns a list of
topics for each document. All the information is indexed for higher efficiency.
After all the locations are extracted and indexed, they are also used for query
searches. The user is able to search files by a list of locations. The documents that
contain all the locations are ranked.
Finally, the system measures the document relevance in three terms: location
relevance, topic relevance, and the linear combination of the location and topic rel-
evance. Graphic illustration works as a visualization of document relevance. The
system obtains the statistic data of the document relevance and returns a relation-
ship graph. The graph has files as nodes and relevance as edges.
In summary, this thesis implements a novel location-based system. The architec-
ture is shown in Figure 2.1. Using an input text database, the system returns the
topic/information and gives access to the relevance ranking statistically or graphi-
cally.
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Figure 2.1: Design of Location Based System
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3. ARCHITECTURE OF LOCATION BASED SEARCH SYSTEM
This chapter introduces the architecture and algorithms used in location extrac-
tion. After the unstructured text is processed and labeled, the user can extract
geographical information from and eliminate the ambiguity for searches and rank-
ings.To illustrate this process, Section 3.1 describes word processing, Section 3.2
presents a new location disambiguation method, and Section 3.3 explains the pro-
cess for indexing all the locations in the files, and then discusses the performance of
the architecture. Section 3.3 also examines the accuracy improvement compared with
previous work. Figure 3.1 presents the entire process, including location extraction
and disambiguation.
Citar
tagger
WordNet
Document
Topony
m Index
File 
Index
Word 
Index
DetectorWords Toponyms
Regular 
words
Base forms
Figure 3.1: The Overall Structure of Location Indexing
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3.1 Word Processing
In natural language, some words have different forms in different situations, such
as “is” and “was”, but they carry the same meaning “is” in this case. The different
forms increase the actual number of words in a file and thus need to be eliminated.
However, many words are unable to settle their exact base form without additional
information. For instance, “living” might refer to the noun form, which means the
act or condition of a person or thing that lives, or to the present participle of the verb
“live”. The meaning is decided by the sentence. Therefore, the files in the system
must be preprocessed and the words are transformed to their basic forms according to
the context of every word. After that, we can find out all the potential proper nouns
that are most likely to be location names and disambiguate the location candidates.
3.1.1 Word Processing Resources
To transform every word to its base form, we need to assign part-of-speech taggers
to the words and transform the words according to different word type requirements.
We can use WordNet and Brown Corpus Taggers to implement the function.
3.1.1.1 Part-of-Speech Tagging
Part-of-speech tagging (POS tagging, or POST) [25] is also called word-category
disambiguation or grammatical tagging. It marks up words through their definitions
and the context in a text (corpus). POS tagging falls into two categories: rule-based
and stochastic. This thesis uses the Brown Corpus, or Brown University Standard
Corpus of Present-Day American English as a general standard for corpus linguistics
tagging [26]. Words are assigned with parts of speech taggers, such as noun, verb,
and adjective.
Many POS taggers using Brown Corpus are available now. Citar is a simple
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tagger used to mark English words with Brown Corpus standards. It is based on a
trigram hidden Markov model (HMM). For instance, in the sentence “During 2007
the WDCS funded 32 conservation and research projects”, which was extracted from
Wikipedia, Citar POS tagging tags each word in the sentence as “IN, CD, AT,
NN, VBD, CD, NN, CC, NN, NNS”, which means noun, verb, preposition, cardinal
numeral, and so on.
3.1.1.2 WordNet
WordNet is a large lexical database for English words [27]. The database is a free
and greatly useful tool for natural language processing and computational linguistics.
The words in WordNet are connected with other words by forms and tenses.
Nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs are grouped into sets of cognitive synonyms
(synsets), and each group expresses a distinct concept. The synsets in WordNet
are interlinked through semantic relations. These kinds of semantic relations can
be applied to all words in a synset, as they share the same meaning. For instance,
the relations based on noun type are divided into hypernyms, synonyms, meronyms,
hyponyms and holonyms. Furthermoew, WordNet provides a short, brief definition
of words (gloss), as well as some general short sentences to illustrate the usage of
the synset members. In this way, WordNet produces a meaningful word network
with related words and concepts. It aims to produce an intuitively usable combina-
tion of dictionary, and supporting natural language processing and textual analysis
applications, such as search engines. [28]
3.1.2 Finding Proper Nouns
WordNet and Citar work together to find out proper nouns. Since POS tagging
tags all the contained words at the sentence level, files are divided into sentences.
Then each word is tagged by POS taggers. Proper nouns are difficult to identify
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because they may be composed of several independent words. Making things even
more complicated, there are no fixed rules regarding the types or forms of words for
proper nouns, especially for location names. For instance, the two words “united”
and “states” that compose “United States” are tagged as adjective and plural noun
separately. How could the system understand that “United States” is a single word?
Fortunately, the initials of most proper nouns are capitalized, thus, they could be a
symbol of proper nouns and be further analyzed to settle the locations. Combining
the above methods, the proper nouns are extracted and judged. If determined to be
a proper noun, a word is kept in its original form.
In addition, words are also transformed into base forms by the morph function
in WordNet for future use in topic modeling. Take the sentence “During 2007 the
WDCS funded 32 conservation and research projects” as an example. After prepro-
cessing, it is transformed into “during 2007 the WDCS fund 32 conservation and
research project.”
Suppose Document O consists of n sentences: S1, S2, ...., Sn. The algorithm for
word preprocessing is shown in Algorithm 1.
3.2 Disambiguation
During the process of retrieving proper nouns and finding the proper nouns loca-
tion names, as described in the previous section, many garbage words (non-related to
locations) and ambiguity such as geo/non-geo and geo/geo words appear, thus caus-
ing problems with ambiguity. Therefore, another step called disambiguation must
occur. Disambiguation consists of two parts: deletion of all the non-location words
and retrieval of the location coordinates. The architecture of this process is shown
in Figure 3.2. WordNet and gazetteers can be used, and the chosen disambiguator
retrieves the longitude/latitude of the location candidates.
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Algorithm 1 Word Preprocessing
INITIALIZE set of proper nouns PN = ∅
for each sentence Si in document O do
j=0
while j < length of words in Si do
get part-of-speech tag tij with Citar
if tij belongs to NOUN,ADV, ADJ, VERB then
assign 1 - 4 to t′ij accordingly
else
t′ij=0
end if
if j is end of possible proper noun pn with first capital letter then
PN = PN ∪ {pn}
end if
j++
end while
end for
Proper Noun
WordNet 
Hypernym
Gazetteer
Disambiguator
Toponym
(coordinates)
Location name?
Figure 3.2: Process of Disambiguation
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3.2.1 Gazetteers
A gazetteer is a geographical dictionary that includes an object’s social statistics
and physical features. Each entry in a gazetteer is associated with its location,
coordinates, dimensions of peaks and waterways, and population, as well as some
other information. Figure 3.3 shows an example of the gazetteer.
Figure 3.3: Example of the Gazetteer
Figure 3.4: Gazetteers Comparison
Some of the available gazetteers are Geonames [29], World Gazetteer, and NGA
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GEOnet Names Server. These resources contain different amounts of toponym cov-
erage. Figure 3.4 compares the toponym coverage of different resources. Since Word-
Net, which has been discussed in previous section as a database for English words,
involves some location names, we also include it here for comparison.
Geonames has the largest number of locations, while WordNet has the smallest.
The coverages for WordNet and Geonames are listed in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Coverage of Different Gazetteers
Type Name Coverage
Gazetteer Geonames 7,000,000
Ontologies WordNet 2,188
Larger coverage means more ambiguity. For instance, “Beijing” has four refer-
ences in Geonames, all of which are in different provinces in China, as Table 3.2
indicates.
Table 3.2: List of Beijings from Gazetteers
Code Country Name Region code Latitude Longitude
427931 cn Beijing 03 29.3464 116.199
427932 cn Beijing 19 39.8825 123.912
427933 cn Beijing 22 39.9289 116.388
427934 cn Beijing 24 35.2092 110.733
The comparison of the toponym ambiguity shown in Table 3.3 illustrates that
WordNet has the least ambiguity. Almost every location has a single meaning. How-
ever, WordNet has the disadvantage of fewer locations. Therefore, using data from
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Table 3.3: Ambiguity of Gazetteers
Unique names References Ambiguity ratio
Wikipedia (Geo) 180, 086 264, 288 1.47
Geonames 2, 954, 695 3, 988, 360 1.35
WordNet2.0 2, 069 2, 188 1.06
Geonames in combination with WordNet is the most effective method to eliminate
ambiguity. A criteria is assigned to match the locations between the WordNet and
Geonames databases, which allows the user to reduce the amount of possible ambi-
guity.
3.2.2 Removing Impossible Words
The first step to eliminate impossible words is to identify the meaning of all
the proper nouns. The location names within WordNet are picked, and the chosen
gazetteer is used to verify whether the proper nouns that are not contained in Word-
Net are locations. If a proper noun is not in the gazetteer, it is removed from the
location candidate list. The next task involves finding the candidates’ coordinates.
3.2.3 Coordinates Identification
The next step is to select the longitude/latitude for every location candidate.
For each candidate, the chosen gazetteer returns a list of possible coordinates. If a
location’s meaning is confirmed, its longitude and latitude are settled. However, for
the locations with ambiguity, further work must be done, using the two algorithms
introduced below.
3.2.3.1 Centroid Algorithm
The locations in a document are always related to each other. They are likely to
be in the same district. For instance, all the locations may be in the United States.
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In this case, we would use this attribute to settle the coordinates. The geographical
centroid of all the locations in a document must be calculated to identify the exact
longitude/latitude of each location name. The procedure is as follows.
1. Get the coordinates of all the possible meanings of toponym t from the
gazetteer , with geographical centroid set Ct = {c1t, ..., cmt}, and the meaning set
Mt,M = {Mt1 , ...,Mtk}.
2. Calculate the average centroid ĉ.
3. Remove all the ambiguous points that are far from the centroid, for instance,
σcit > λσ̂, then return to 2.
4. If no point is removed from 3, the distance from ĉ to any term in Ct is
calculated.
5. Select cit with minimum distance, and set it as the position of toponym t.
The centroid algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.
For instance, consider the following text extracted from National Geographic.
“Charleston is brimming with art galleries, many of which are open to the public
free of charge (for a complete list of galleries, click here). For some local heritage,
stop by the Gallery Chuma located at 43 John Street. Chuma specializes in the art
of the Gullah people. The Gullah are descendants of enslaved Africans who settled
on the isolated barrier islands between Jacksonville, Florida, and Wilmington, North
Carolina.”[30]
After preprocessing the paragraph, we get a simplified paragraph with less inter-
ference, along with some proper nouns, including Charleston, Gallery Chuma, John
Street, Chuma, Gullah, The Gullah, Jacksonville, Florida, Wilmington, and North
Carolina. WordNet and a gazetteer can be used to extract possible geographical
names and their coordinates. There are five possible locations in the paragraph:
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Algorithm 2 Centroid Disambiguation
INITIALIZE set of toponyms T = {t1, ..., tk}
for each toponym t in the set T do
extract all the possible location coordinates from database, where the coordinate
set is Ct = {c1t, c2t, ...cmt}
end for
while true do
Calculate the average centroid of all the coordinates of all the locations ĉ
if location name t contains ambiguity and one of its possible point cit is far from
the centroid, σk > λσ̂ then
remove cit
end if
if no point is removed then
break
end if
end while
for each toponym t in the set T do
calculate the distances from ĉ to ciktk , Select tk with minimum distance |ĉ−ciktk |
end for
return the toponym list
Charleston, Jacksonville, Florida, North Carolina, and Wilmington. Florida and
North Carolina are settled first. Jacksonville and Wilmington are in these states,
so they are also settled. However, there is ambiguity for other words, specifically
Charleston in this case. According to WordNet, Charleston has two possible senses
[31]:
“1. Charleston, capital of West Virginia (state capital of West Virginia in the
central part of the state on the Kanawha river)
2. Charleston (a port city in southeastern South Carolina). ”
Next, the centroid algorithm should be applied to find the coordinates of all the
location candidates and calculate the average centroid c. The distances of all the
locations from the centroid and their standard deviations are computed. Since the
possible meaning of Charleston, West Virginia, is farther from the centroid, it is
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eliminated. Therefore, Charleston, South Carolina, is selected and disambiguation
is achieved.
3.2.3.2 K-Means Clustering Algorithm
Unfortunately, the centroid algorithm has some problems. Consider the file shown
in Figure 3.5. It is a news article from the New York Times titled “Chinua Achebe
Examined Colonialism and Masculinity”.
Figure 3.5: A Piece of News
In the article, there are four toponym names in total, as Table 3.4 indicates.
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Table 3.4: Location Attributes
Name Congo Savannah United States Nigeria
Longitude 15 -81.1 -97 8
Latitude 8 32.0833 38 10
Table 3.5: Location List from Gazetteer
Name Longitude Latitude
Nigeria 8 10
Congo 15 -1
United States -97 38
Savannah -81.3 19.2667
Savannah -81.1 32.0833
Their possible coordinates extracted from a gazetteer are listed in Table 3.5.
Three of the locations have only one pair of longitude and latitude for each.
However, there are two places named Savannah in the world. If calculated using
the centroid algorithm, the one with the shortest distance to the average centroid is
chosen, which is 81.3◦W, 19.2667◦N , but this is the wrong answer.
Therefore, a new K-means algorithm that takes advantage of a K-means cluster
to divide the location candidates into several clusters should be used.
In the new algorithm, all the locations are extracted from the document, as Algo-
rithm 3 indicates. Each location candidate has a list of coordinates. If k locations are
unique, they are settled first. All the locations are divided into k clusters, with one
unambiguous location for each cluster. Next, the centroid of each cluster is computed,
and all the ambiguous locations are put into the nearest cluster according to the dis-
tance between the location and the centroid. More specifically,the place population
parameter r for coordinate tk is considered, together with tk’s weight. Therefore, a
new distance d′cit is derived from the original distance dcit . d
′
cit
= witθ
log rcit
dcit , where
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θ is a constant parameter. The centroids and deviations are updated until all the
locations are settled.
Algorithm 3 K-means Disambiguation
INITIALIZE set of toponyms {t1, ..., tk}, cluster T = ∅
for each toponym t in the toponym set do
extract all the possible location coordinates from database, where the coordinate
set is Ct = {c1t, c2t, ...cmt}
if there is only one element in Ct then
put that element in T, increment cluster number by 1
end if
end for
if cluster number = 0 then
suppose K=1.
end if
Calculate the average centroid ĉ for each cluster k
while elements in clusters are different from previous do
for each toponym t, put point cit into cluster k where d(cit, k) is minimum, where
dcit = witθ|cit − ĉ|/ log(rcit)
get average ĉ of cluster k, calculate the variance Vk of cluster to ĉ
Remove all the points that are far from ĉ, when σk > λσ̂, update ĉ.
end while
return the toponym list in the cluster set
Consider the example in Figure 3.5, which has been discussed previously. Using
the K-means clustering algorithm, the toponyms are divided into three clusters:
Nigeria, Congo and United States. Applying the K-means clustering algorithm,
Savannah is found to have longitude 81.1◦W and latitude 32.0833◦N , since it is nearer
to the United States cluster. This outcome is the same as the actual result. Therefore,
the K-means clustering algorithm is more credible in this case, as it classifies each
toponym in a more accurate way.
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3.3 Retrieval of Locations in Documents
The next step involves mapping the documents to a list of locations. The co-
occurrence is also recorded in the inverted index, as Figure 3.6 shows.
File name
Sentence 
Count
Word 
Count
Map
File name
Location
Longitude
Map
Count
Location
Longtitude
Count
LongtitudeLocation Count
.
.
.
Latitude
Latitude
Latitude
Location
File name
File name
File name
Count
Count
Count
.
.
.
Map
Figure 3.6: The Inverted Index
3.4 Location Search
Next, the location-based search engine is created. The user can search files based
on the queried locations. The returning results are sorted by term frequency-inverse
document frequency (tf-idf) using the following formula.
tfidf(d,D) =
∏
t∈queries
tf(t, d)× idf(t,D), (3.1)
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where
tf(t, d) = log(f(t, d) + 1), (3.2)
idf(t,D) = log
N
1 + |{d ∈ D : t ∈ d}| , (3.3)
and t is a queried term, d is the document, and D is the corpus. While tf empha-
sizes the frequency a term occurs in a document, the inverse document frequency,
idf, diminishes the weight of terms that appear frequently in a document set and
increases the weight of terms that appear rarely.
The statistical data of tf-idf reflects how important each queried location is to a
document in a collection of corpus, and also helps to control the issues created by
some locations being more common than others.
Figure 3.7 shows an example of the location search result.
Figure 3.7: Example of Location Search Result
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3.5 Performance of Location Extraction
To describe the correctness of location extraction, F-measure in information re-
trieval should be analyzed [32]. The F-measure consists of precision and recall.
Precision is the fraction of retrieved documents that are relevant to the findings:
precision =
|{relevantdocuments} ∪ {retrieveddocuments}|
|{retrieveddocuments}| (3.4)
Recall in information retrieval is the fraction of the documents that are relevant
to the query and are successfully retrieved:
recall =
|{relevantdocuments} ∪ {retrieveddocuments}|
|{relevantdocuments}| (3.5)
The F-measure score combines precision and recall by their harmonic mean. It
measures the accuracy of a test, as follows:
F = 2 · precision× recall
precision+ recall
(3.6)
Table 3.6 illustrates the accuracy of the location coordinates for the centroid
algorithm and K-means algorithm.
The accuracy of the K-means algorithm is about 93%, which is consistent with
our expectations discussed in Section 3.2. Because the locations are scattered across
the world, it does not make sense to simply assume that all the locations are near the
centroid of the locations. Compared with the centroid method, K-means clustering
is more common, as people often mention places by districts in human linguistic
expression. Therefore, the K-means algorithm is used in the following chapters.
The accuracy of the names of locations can also be measured by comparing the
data with the results from the Stanford Named Entity Recognizer (NER). NER [33]
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Table 3.6: Coordinate Accuracy in Location Extraction
Method Accuracy
1 68.89%
2 93.62%
Table 3.7: Accuracy Comparison of Location Extraction
Method Toponyms F-measure Recall Precision
NER N/A 85.09% 76.97% 95.14%
Centroid Method WordNet 86.27 % 99.10% 76.39%
Centroid Method WordNet & Gazetteer 83.54% 76.74% 91.67%
K-means WordNet 84.62 % 99.07% 73.61%
K-means WordNet & Gazetteer 85.62% 82.05% 89.51%
is a text-processing task in information extraction. It classifies sequences of words in
a text into predefined categories, such as person names, locations, and organizations,
always by means of grammar-based techniques or statistical models. Stanford NER
is an open-source JAVA implementation of NER produced by Stanford University to
recognize names of things in text.
In the experiments conducted as part of this study, only the names of the locations
were checked. The cases that used WordNet toponyms were compared with the cases
that used both WordNet and a gazetteer.
The results in Table 3.7 indicates that the F-measure of the K-means algorithm is
slightly higher than that of NER, while they have different recall and precision scores.
Because the K-means algorithm processes the locations based on their coordinates, it
is more effective and more accurate than NER. Results also shows that the location
names extracted from WordNet contain less geo/non-geo information and the recall
value is very high. However, restricted by the number of locations in the database,
WordNet misses many toponyms. In contrast, when using the combined databases
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of WordNet and a gazetteer, the algorithm returns locations with higher precision at
the cost of a lower recall score.
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4. TOPIC INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
In natural language processing systems, it is useful to categorize the words. This
kind of word clustering solves the problem of data scarcity and reduces the dimensions
of words. However, there is no natural method to classify the similarity between
words. For instance, it is hard to know the extent of similarity between the word
“car” and “bus”, or the word “car” and “fix”. Thus, how should we define the
similarity between different words? We would like to regard them as similar words
if they are exchangeable to some extent or refer to the same thing.
In this study, words are clustered into the same topic if they have some degree of
similarity. Then each document is given a distribution of topics [35]. The commonly
used LDA method is implemented and compared with a new weight-based method
using WordNet.
4.1 Term Group Association
LDA has been the prominent model for representing text corpora or other large
collections of data as a mixture of various topics. As a generative probabilistic
model, LDA iterates a set of data to explain the characteristics of untrained groups
and reveal why some parts of the data are similar. These kinds of relationships are
useful for basic tasks such as summarization, relevance, and similarity identification.
4.1.1 Process of LDA
In LDA, each word is modeled as a finite mixture over a set of topic probabilities
so that the documents can be represented by a mixture of latent topics.[2]
LDA assumes a uniform Dirichlet prior distribution [22]. The generative process
for each document O in a corpus D looks as follows:
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1. Choose N ∼ Possion(ε).
2. Choose θ ∼ Dir(α).
3. For each of N words wn in the document, choose a topic zk ∼ Multinomial(θ),
and p(wn|zk, β) is a multinomial probability conditioned on the topic zk.
Suppose there is a set of K topics z, and a set of N words w. θ is a k-dimensional
Dirichlet random variable based on the parameter α.
In such a model, the probability that the word wn instantiates term t is:
p(wn = t) =
∑
k
p(wn = t|z = k)p(z = k),
∑
k
p(z = k) = 1 (4.1)
Each mixture component p(wn = t|z = k) is a multinomial distribution over
terms and is related to the latent topic z = k in the text.
Given the parameters α and β, the joint distribution of a topic mixture θ is given
as:
p(θ, z,w|α, β) = p(θ|α)
N∏
n=1
p(zn|θ)p(wn|zn, β), (4.2)
where p(zn|θ) is simply θi for the unique i such that zin = 1. The marginal dis-
tribution of a document, p(w|α, β), is calculated by summing all the topics z and
integrating over θ:
p(w|α, β) =
∫
p(θ|α)
N∏
n=1
∑
zn
p(zn|θ)p(wn|zn, β)dθ (4.3)
Finally, the probability of a corpus can be determined by taking the product of
the marginal probabilities of documents:
p(D|α, β) =
M∏
d=1
∫
p(θd|α)
N∏
n=1
∑
zdn
p(zdn|θd)p(wn|zdn, β)dθd (4.4)
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This generative process is shown in Figure 4.1. A document is separated into a
stream of words, w. The parameters α and β are the corpus-level variables. For
each of the documents, a topic proportion, θ, is produced. Then the words in the
document are set topics according to the topic specific mixture proportion, z, which
is at the word level. Therefore, words are drawn with topic distribution and topics
are sampled for the entire corpus. Finally, documents are assigned with multiple
topics after iterations.
α θ z w
β 
Figure 4.1: LDA Process
To solve the LDA problem, Gibbs sampling [34], which is based on the Monte
Carlo simulation algorithm, is used [35].
The Gibbs sampling LDA algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4. After iterations,
the topic distribution of each document and each word is settled.
To calculate the likelihood of word wd in document m, define ϕk,t as the probabil-
ity distribution over a topic of each word, and θm,k as the topic mixture proportion
for each document m. α and β are the model parameters as defined above.
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Algorithm 4 Gibbs Sampling LDA in Topic Modeling
for each topic k do
sample mixture component ϕk
end for
for each document d do
sample mixture proportion θd and document length Nd
for each words tn do
sample topic index zd,k
end for
end for
p(wn = t|z = k) = ϕk,t = n
t
k + βt∑
t n
t
k + βt
(4.5)
p(z = k|d = m) = θm,k = n
k
m + αk∑
k nkm + αk
(4.6)
The likelihood of a word in a document of the test corpus p(wd) can be directly
expressed as a function of the multinomial parameters:
p(wd|d = m) =
N∏
n=1
K∑
k=1
p(wn = t|z = k)p(z = k|d = m) =
N∏
n=1
(
K∑
k=1
ϕk,tθm,k)
n (4.7)
log(p(wd|d = m)) =
N∑
n=1
n(t)m log(
K∑
k=1
ϕk,tθm,k), (4.8)
where n(t)m is the occurrence of each term t in document m.
Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 show the topic distributions of two documents: “Yvonne
Brill, a Pioneering Rocket Scientist, Dies at 88” and “Yvonne Brill, Rocket Scientist,
Dies at 88” from the New York Times. They have similar topics.
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Figure 4.2: Yvonne Brill, a Pioneering Rocket Scientist, Dies at 88
Figure 4.3: Yvonne Brill, Rocket Scientist, Dies at 88
4.1.2 Performance Measurement
To analyze the performance of the LDA modeling, the perplexity of the corpus is
computed. This computation is a log likelihood value used to measure how a proba-
bility distribution predicts a sample. In natural language processing, the perplexity
also evaluates the generalization performance of unseen data. Similar to entropy, a
lower perplexity indicates better generalization performance.
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perplexity(D) = exp (−
∑M
m=1 log(p(wm))∑M
m=1Nm
), (4.9)
where log(p(wm)) is retrieved by Equation (4.8).
Figure 4.4: Perplexity of LDA on Different Numbers of Topics
In the experiments conducted as part of this study, we tested around 200 docu-
ments from the New York Times, and iterated 630 times. In the tests, α was 25.0
and β was 0.1. Figure 4.4 indicates the relationship between the topic number and
the perplexity. When the topic number increases, the perplexity first decreases, and
then increases. The performance of LDA is the best when the topic number is about
5 to 10. In this value range, the document topics achieves the best generalization.
4.2 Term Similarity Measure
Term similarity measurement, which groups words into clusters based on their
similarity in meanings, is another popular technique in topic modeling.
This study takes advantage of synsets in WordNet to extract the topics of docu-
ments. Different super-subordinate relations are employed to group the terms in the
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document into several different bags of words. Each bag of words returns a topic,
and the topic’s probability is evaluated by its weight. The process is described in
the following subsections.
4.2.1 Word Clustering
Specifically, synonym/antonym, hyponym, hypernym, and meronym sets in Word-
Net describe the lexical hierarchies among sequences of related words. This kind of
lexical chain captures the cohesion of the text or corpus [36]. For instance, both
“politics” and “government” lead to the same topic: government#2, governing#1,
governance#2, government activity#1, and administration#5. These words are clus-
tered together into the same category: “Politics”.
In this study, different weights are assigned to different synsets according to the
similarity levels between the words, such as meronyms, hypernyms, and synonyms.
Examples are shown in Table 4.1. The co-occurrence of each term is also taken into
consideration. Summing all the relations of the lexical chain produces the weight of
every topic. For the word cluster shown in Figure 4.5, the score is equal to 11, since
there is one hypernym relation and two synonym relations.
Table 4.1: Synset Weights
Type Description Weight
Meronyms Member-of/ Has-a/ Part-of 2
Hypernyms/Hyponyms Generalization/Specialization 3
synonyms Same meaning 4
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car
auto automobile wheeled vehicle
synonym
synonym
hypernym
Figure 4.5: WordNet Lexical Chain
4.2.2 Topic Classification Based on WordNet
In the process of determining topic classification based on WordNet, we simply
set 10 topics in advance and classify the documents using those 10 topics. The topic
classification is extracted from the New York Times and included the following:
WEATHER, MILITARY, POLITICS, BUSINESS, EDUCATION, SCIENCE&
TECHNOLOGY, HEALTH, SPORTS, ARTS & CULTURE, FASHION & SHOW
To get the topic classification, the terms in the document are categorized into
one of the topics according to the synsets in WordNet. The weight of each topic is
summed and the likelihood of each topic in a document is calculated by the ratio
between the topic weight and the document length. The topic with the highest
likelihood probability is considered the major topic of the document.
The algorithm we use is shown in Algorithm 5.
For example, take the document named “Art and Technology - A Clash of Cul-
tures.” from the New York Times as an example of an art and culture topic. The
weight of each topic is listed in Table 4.2.
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Algorithm 5 Topic Extraction Relevance
for each topic tn do
use WordNet synset to extend to a topic set of words Ttn
end for
for each sentence Si in document O do
for each word w′ij in sentence Si do
if w′ij belongs to NOUN,VERB then
get hypernym/synonym/meronym list of w′ij
for each hypernym/synonym/meronym do
add it in the topic list by its weight if it belongs to the defined topics
end for
end if
for each topic tn do
calculate the topic likelihood pn
end for
end for
end for
Table 4.2: Likelihood of Topics
Topic Weight
Weather 0
Military 0.00516129
Politics 0.0103226
Business 0.0490323
Education 0.00516129
Science & Technology 0.258065
Health 0
Sports 0.0129032
Arts 0.170323
Fashion 0.0154839
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“Arts” has the highest weight, so the topic in this document is defined as arts,
which is the same as the result that would be achieved through manual classification.
4.2.3 Performance
Table 4.3: Result Measurement
In Topic Not in Topic
In topic(system) (1) (2)
Not in topic(system) (3) (4)
To evaluate the performance of the WordNet-based topic modeling algorithm,
this thesis specifies the F-measure. The results are divided into four parts according
to the system topic and the measured topic list.
Using the data in Table 4.3, recall and precision were calculated as:
Recall =
(1)
[(1) + (3)]
(4.10)
Precision =
(1)
[(1) + (2)]
(4.11)
We categorized the documents extracted from the New York Times by the 10
predefined topics, and selected the topic with highest weight as the top one for each
document. By computing the results calculated from the WordNet-based algorithm
with the manually defined topics, we determined the recall and precision values,
which are listed in Table 4.4.
The F-measure, which is the accuracy rate for the top topic, is about 87%.
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Table 4.4: Accuracy of Major Topic Based on WordNet
F-measure Recall Precision
0.87 0.83 0.91
Table 4.5: Accuracy of Topic Modeling Method Based on WordNet
F-measure Recall Precision
0.89 0.83 0.96
Table 4.5 combines the accuracy of all 10 topics. All of the topic-related informa-
tion was taken into account, as long as it was mentioned in the document. However,
it was difficult to define the ratios of different topics in a file, so we simply calcu-
lated the recall and precision values based on whether or not a topic appears. The
accuracy result is relatively high. For general topic modeling methods, the overall
F-measure is around 0.8.
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5. MEASUREMENT OF DOCUMENT RELEVANCE
In general, the relevance rankings of documents are computed using term fre-
quency weighting and probability distribution. Each matching document is scored
and ranked according to its similarity with the queries in a search engine.
In this study, the document-level relevance is considered and some smoothing
methods are applied to measure the relevance ranking between documents.
5.1 Measurement in Relevance Ranking
There are many methods for similarity ranking, such as Jaccard indexing and
dice coefficient. These methods use the minimum or maximum of the two elements
to measure their similarity. Some measurements calculate the distance between the
elements, such as Manhattan distance and Euclidean distance, as illustrated below.
Manhattan Distance:
distance(~x, ~y) =
N∑
i=1
|xi − yi| (5.1)
Euclidean Distance:
distance(~x, ~y) =
√√√√ N∑
i=1
(xi − yi)2 (5.2)
Vector space scoring is another widely used measurement in information retrieval.
It compares the deviation of angles between vectors. The vectors are the represen-
tations of documents that capture the importance of terms in the documents. The
similarity coefficient is determined by the magnitude between the normalized vectors
with regard to the same information, and the overlapping area indicates similarity,
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as follows.
sim(x, y) =
x · y
||x|| · ||y|| =
∑
(xiyi)√∑
x2i
√∑
y2i
, (5.3)
Where x and y are vectors normalized by vector length. In document similarity,
the vectors are word weights normalized by document length.
5.2 Document Relevance Based on Locations
In this thesis, after the locations are extracted in Chapter 3, the document rele-
vance is measured by the location probability. To estimate the probability, smoothing
is utilized [37]. Smoothing adjusts the maximum likelihood to compensate for data
sparseness and makes the estimated language model more accurate.
5.2.1 Probability Smoothing
The likelihood of each location in a document can be retrieved using a smoothing
method similar to Jelinek-Mercer. The Jelinek-Mercer method [38] is a popular
smoothing method for large collections of documents in natural language models.
The method adds some extra counts to each term in the collection. This kind of
linear interpolation of the likelihood of terms helps to involve a non-zero probability
to the words in a corpus and improves the accuracy of probability estimate.
The Jelinek-Mercer formula is as follows:
pml(wi) =
c(wi)∑
wi c(wi)
, (5.4)
pinterp(wi|wi−1) = (1− λ)pml(wi) + λpml(wi|wi−1), (5.5)
where λ is a smoothing parameter. Typically, 0 < λ < 1. pml(wi) is the probabil-
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ity that i-th word appears, while p(wi|wi−1) is the probability that i-th word appears
based on the (i-1)-th word.
In this approach, each document O in document set D is defined as a pair (loc,
O), where loc is the list of locations in the document O. Then the smoothing method
is applied, as follows:
p̂(t|doc) = (1− λ)p(t|doc) + λtf(t, doc)
tf |Coll| , (5.6)
where p̂(t|doc) is the probability of location t in the doc, p(t|doc) is the likelihood
estimate of t in document doc, depending on the occurrences of all the locations
in doc, tf(t, doc) is the occurrence of location t in document O and tf |doc| is the
sum of co-occurrences of all the locations in the document, tf |Coll| is the number of
occurrences of location t in the collection Coll of D, tf(t,doc)
tf |Coll| is the likelihood estimate
of t in collection Coll, and λ is a smoothing coefficient to control the influence of the
two parts in the Jelinek-Mercer method. The smoothing coefficient should be smaller
than 0.5 so that the result depends more on the document itself. In this study, λ is
0.1.
Consider the same example presented in Section 3.2. Suppose Charleston appears
seven times in document collection in total. In the document, it appears one time
and there are five locations in all. Then {loc}={Charleston, Florida, North Car-
olina, Jacksonville and Wilmington}, tf(Charleston,O)=1, tf|doc| = 5, |Coll| = 7.
Therefore, the probability of Charleston is calculated by 0.343− 0.057λ.
5.2.2 Document Ranking Based on Locations
The likelihood probabilities of the locations in a queried document is compared
with other documents to determine the documents’ similarity rankings [39].
Given a location list Uloc where {tn ∈ loc} and a queried document O, the
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location-based similarity between two documents is calculated by the vector space
method, as shown below:
P (O′|O) =
∑
(p̂tn p̂
′
tn)√∑
p̂tn
2
√∑
p̂′tn
2
, (5.7)
where O′ is a targeting document to compare with O. p̂tn is the likelihood of term
tn in O, and p̂′tn is the likelihood of term tn in O
′.
Figure 5.1: Rankings of Similar Dcuments Using Locations
Figure 5.1 shows an example of the similarity ranking between documents. The
queried document contains Washington, Kentucky, and Virginia. The results are
sorted.
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Figure 5.2: Recall/Precision Curve of Different Jelinek-Mercer Smoothing Parame-
ters
Figure 5.2 illustrates the influence of different Jelinek-Mercer smoothing parame-
ters on the recall/precision curve. When λ is smaller, the probabilities of the locations
in the queried document have greater impact on the results than those in the text
corpus. In other words, the relevance ranking depends on the document itself in-
stead of the document collection. As a result, the recall/precision value rises when
λ decreases.
5.3 Document Relevance Based on Topic Modeling
Next, this thesis analyzed the relevance ranking from the topic modeling aspect.
The similarities based on the LDA method and term similarity measurements were
studied and compared. The processes are described below.
5.3.1 Jensen-Shannon in LDA Topic Modeling
To estimate the likelihood probability of the LDA model, the Kullback Leibler
(KL) divergence is used [40]. It is a standard function for divergence between nor-
malized probability distributions. The KL method depends on the distribution di-
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vergence of topics. In the following the KL divergence function, P = {pj|0 < j ≤ T}
and Q = {qj|0 < j ≤ T} . There are two distribution lists.
D(p, q) =
T∑
j=1
pj log2
pj
qj
, (5.8)
where D(p, q) is the cross entropy or difference between the expected values of
the probabilities P and Q, and is bounded by 0 and 1.
Unfortunately, the KL divergence has the disadvantage of asymmetry. It is un-
defined when pj 6= 0 and qj = 0. Therefore, another advanced measure must be
introduced, the Jensen-Shannon distribution [41]. Jensen-Shannon takes the average
of two symmetric KL divergences and is more smoothing and convincing:
JS(p, q) =
1
2
[D(p, (p+ q)/2) +D(q, (p+ q)/2)]. (5.9)
To define document relevance based on LDA topic modeling, Jensen-Shannon
divergence is used in this thesis, as follows:
P (O′|O) = 1
2
[
T∑
j=1
pj log2
2pj
qj + pj
+
T∑
j=1
qj log2
2qj
qj + pj
], (5.10)
where pi and qi are the corresponding probabilities of each topic in document
O and document O’ separately. The relevance result is sorted in descending order.
Because Jensen-Shannon divergence compares the mutual information between two
mixture distributions, less entropy indicates more information; in other words, the
two documents are more similar.
5.3.2 Vector Space in Topic Modeling
For WordNet-based term similarity measurements, the vector space model is ap-
plied to determine the likelihood for relevance ranking. Given a topic list Q =
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{tl|l ∈ 1, 2, ..n} and a document O, the probability of document O′ is
P (O′|O) =
∑
(t̂lt̂′l)√∑
t̂l
2
√∑
t̂′l
2
(5.11)
Figure 5.3 shows an example of relevance ranking based on WordNet evaluation.
The relevance similarity is sorted in ascending order. Because the vector space
calculates the cosine value of two vectors, a larger value means a closer relationship
exists between the vectors, and the two documents are more similar.
Figure 5.3: Rankings of Similar Documents Using Topics
5.3.3 Comparison
To compare the similarity ranking performance of the two methods above, this
study performed the experiments on two similar documents extracted from the New
York Times. They are “Yvonne Brill, a Pioneering Rocket Scientist, Dies at 88.”
and “Yvonne Brill, Rocket Scientist, Dies at 88.” The similarities for “Yvonne Brill,
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a Pioneering Rocket scientist, dies at 88.” are shown in Figure 5.4. Figure 5.5
describes the results for “Yvonne Brill, Rocket Scientist, Dies at 88.” The left slide
shows the similarity ranking using LDA, while the right slide shows the WordNet
method.
Figure 5.4: Rankings of Similar Files for Document 1
In the experiments, “Yvonnes” ranked at the top of the lists. For the LDA
method, the similarity is measured by the exact words. In contrast, the WordNet-
based modeling compares the words by their meanings. Therefore, in the similarity
list returned by WordNet, the files are more likely in the same field (science in this
case) than those using LDA.
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Figure 5.5: Rankings of Similar Files for Document 2
Figure 5.6 represents the recall/precision curve using the LDA and WordNet-
based term similarity method. As shown, the WordNet method has higher precision
than LDA when the recall values are the same. Therefore, it performs better in
relevance ranking.
Figure 5.6: Recall/Precision Curve of Topic Modeling
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5.4 Document Relevance
To calculate the documents’ relevance, both geographical relevance Pg and topic
relevance Pt are summed by linear combination. The topic relevance is based on
WordNet modeling. λ is the coefficient between Pg and Pt.
P = λ(Pg) + (1− λ)(Pt) (5.12)
Since this study is evaluating the document relevance mainly by locations, λ is
expected to be larger.
Figure 5.7: Rankings of Similar Documents
Figure 5.7 represents an example of the similarity results when combing the topic
similarity and location similarity. This study supposes λ = 0.7.
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6. IMPLEMENTATION OF TEXT SEARCHING BASED ON LOCATIONS
This chapter provides an outline of the location-based search system used in this
study and describes the major parts of system implementation. The implementa-
tion involves more than 3,000 news articles from the New York Times. The system
is implemented using QT, which is a cross-platform application and the UI frame-
work of C++ or QML. In addition, WordNet, Citar and Vis Javascript Library are
supplemented within the system. The topics and locations are indexed first.
The following sections describe the overall process for system implementation,
which consists of several main functions:
1. Summary of file content, containing topic and location information.
2. File search based on locations.
3. Document relevance.
4. Graphic illustration of related files.
6.1 General View
The interface of the software is shown in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Implementation of Location Based Engine
6.1.1 Searching Based on Locations
Figure 6.2: Query Search by Locations
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First, the user is able to search documents by a list of locations, as Figure 6.2
shows. The system returns a list of documents that contain all the locations that
are being queried. The documents are sorted by tf-idf values.
Apart from presenting the document content when clicking on a document, the
implementation has a map plugin to describe the coordinates of locations.
For the map implementation, there are several major software applications avail-
able, such as QGIS [42] and ArcGIS [43]. There are also some application program-
ming interfaces (APIs) such as Google Maps API and Qt Mobility API.
Esri’s ArcGIS is a commercially available software suite that includes three desk-
top versions with varying levels of complexity. It also has mobile and web compo-
nents. However, it is restricted by a license, and each installation version requires a
licensing key. QGIS is a GIS suite of software that has a desktop option, along with
mobile and web components. It is open source and freely downloadable, so there
is no license concern. QGIS has a faster startup time than ArcGIS, but the API
is quite unstable and old compared to others. Concerning web APIs, Qt Mobility
API is produced and developed by NOKIA, and the service is not guaranteed. In
contrast, Google Maps API [44] is complete and stable, as long as there is a web
connection.
In light of the above, this study uses Google Maps API for the map implementa-
tion. The longitude/latitude of every found location is passed to the Google Maps
API and marked on the map. As Figure 6.3 illustrates, the locations in a file are all
marked on the map and can be cleared using the “Clear” button.
With the map marker available, the user can better understand which locations
are mentioned in the documents. This feature also enhances document summariza-
tion and searches.
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Figure 6.3: Map of Locations
6.1.2 Text Classification Types
In the location-based search system software, different types of classification can
be chosen using the “Retrieval Type” button in the menu. There are three choices,
as Figure 6.4 illustrates.
Figure 6.4: Menu Selection
If, for example, the user picks “Location” from the menu, the chosen file’s loca-
tions are summarized and also marked on the map, which is presented in Figure 6.5.
The statistical data list the locations in the document with their co-appearances. In
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addition, similar documents are sorted according to locations and displayed in the
result widget, as discussed in Chapter 5.
Figure 6.5: Location
Similarly, if the “Topics” type is selected, the probability of each topic within
the topic list in a document is returned. As Figure 6.6 shows, the statistical data
represent the selected document’s topics. Documents are sorted and listed according
to their topic similarity to the selected file.
In addition, Figure 6.7 displays the results when the user chooses the “All” type.
The documents are classified and sorted by the combination of topic model and
toponym similarity. The topic and location summary is shown in the statistical
data.
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Figure 6.6: Topic
Figure 6.7: Combination of Locations and Topics
The system implementation clearly presents the major ideas of a particular doc-
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ument. Users are able to quickly get information without reading all the content in
the document.
6.2 Graphic Illustration of Document Relevance
To visualize the document relationships, this thesis is inspired by the idea of the
Google knowledge graph [45] and uses the graphic illustration to show the document
relevance. The Google knowledge graph [46] is a knowledge base produced by Google.
It gathers information from a variety of sources on the Internet, provides a list of
similarities to other related sites, and offers some structured and detailed information
about the topic. All the information is shown at the top of the search page. The
users can resolve queries without navigating to other sites. Therefore, it enhances
the performance of the search engine greatly. In this thesis, the idea of connection
exploration in the Google knowledge graph is adopted. Furthermore, a graph is used
to assemble the data and visualized dynamically.
The relevance graph is drawn by JavaScript [47] to show nodes and edges in a
graph dynamically with the help of Vis Library. Clicking on the “knowledge graph”
button in the document menu opens another window for graphic illustration of doc-
ument relevance. For a particular document that is put in the search box, the
visualized graph tree pops up to display its relevant files.
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Figure 6.8: Graphic Illustration of Document Relevance
An example of the relevance graph is shown in Figure 6.8. In the relevance graph,
nodes represent documents. A larger node indicates more toponyms in the document.
An edge represents the similarity between two documents. The similarity degree is
inversely proportional to the distance between the two nodes.
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Figure 6.9: Same Locations Shown in Edge Values
As Figure 6.9 indicates, The same locations of two files are shown in the edge val-
ues. Double-clicking on the node causes the node to expand, and related documents
are shown in the graph. Figure 6.10 shows an example.
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Figure 6.10: Node Expansion
Using this method, the document network is visualized interactively and vividly.
It introduces another creative angle from which to present the information searching
and classification in document relevance ranking, especially from the geographical
aspect.
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7. CONCLUSION
This study focused on the location indexing, topic summarizing, and relevance
ranking, all of which can be used for searching queries and finding document simial-
rities.
7.1 Summary of Work
Motivated by the need for a more effective method of location retrieval and doc-
ument relevance ranking in large data sources, this thesis developed a new method
for text searching and ranking of document similarities. This study also took ad-
vantage of map view and graphic illustration to represent text-based geographical
information and document relevance more intuitively.
In this thesis, the exploration of the text search based on locations is presented
from the following aspects:
1. Location extraction and searching.
2. Topic modeling.
3. Document relevance based on locations and topics.
4. Graphic illustration of document relevance.
This study used POS tagger, WordNet, and a gazetteer to address the problems
in location extraction and indexing. The POS tagger and WordNet were used to
identify proper nouns, and a gazetteer provided all the necessary information about
locations. Two algorithms were used for location disambiguation. The results of
experiments showed that K-means clustering method, which was derived from the
centroid algorithm, outperformed the centroid method. One of the reasons for this
finding is that the centroid method gathers all the location candidates into a single
cluster and thus leads to the incorrect classification of the locations, while the K-
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means clustering algorithm avoids this phenomenon through separating the clusters.
The K-clustering method is more accurate in finding location names and settling
their coordinates. Our approach performed even better, with higher accuracy and
more detailed information about locations compared with Stanford Named-Entity
Recognition, which uses the machine learning method.
We evaluated two algorithms for topic modeling: term group association ( Latent
Dirichlet Allocation) and term similarity measure. LDA is a commonly used method
for topic modeling. The perplexity experiment that we conducted showed that the
results with around 5 to 10 topics performed best. For term similarity measurement,
we developed a new word-clustering method that uses WordNet to define topics at a
limit of 10 and then classifies the words by these topics. We conducted experiments
on these two methods to evaluate the F-measure. The method based on WordNet
proved to be more accurate than LDA.
Finally, the document relevance was also explored by means of vector space and
graphs. The linear combination method was first used to combine the location rel-
evance and topic relevance together, and proved to be a simple but efficient way to
rank document similarities. The method also involves a coefficient to add the global
factor of each term and improves the accuracy of estimation. Then the text relevance
is represented through a graphic illustration, which provides an interactive and novel
way for users to view the document relationships.
7.2 Further Study
This thesis introduces the idea of text summarizing and ranking according to
the relationships between different documents, which can be further studied in the
future.
Location-based search engines can reflect their worth in question answering. Users
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can find some specific features and even the similarities of the given locations, for in-
stance, the features of Lyon and Paris that are in common. Therefore, some research
should be carried out to settle the location features through textual and spatial
searches.
Greater improvement in location-based searches can be achieved by recognizing
features such as organizations and person’s names. These features can provide more
detailed information for a text corpus.
Finally, our research involves a manually-input text corpus, which can be ex-
tended to a web-based engine in the future and do not require the manual input.
Compared to the current research we have conducted, the web-based engines search
for any text a user requires through the Internet.
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